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The Israel Export & International Cooperation
Institute (IEICI)
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing
business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the private sector,
IEICI’s expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with
Israeli companies spans more than half a century.
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. IEICI
will provide the information you need to connect, negotiate and do business all over the world.

Digital Media Technologies sector
IEICI is committed to advancing the Israeli digital media industry by bringing together Israeli
companies and leading companies from around the world. They are active in retail and ecommerce, broadcasting, sports tech, travel and hospitality tech, ad tech and consumer
electronics.
The RetailTech ecosystem is growing and rapidly becoming one of the hottest hubs for commerce
technologies, with over 250 startups operating across the board from logistics to in-store. These
companies are leveraging Israeli´s expertise in deep-tech like the use of computer vision for selfcheckout or the application of artificial intelligence for visual search.

Mrs. Noa Avrahami
Manager, Digital Media Technologies
Tel +972 3 514 2862
Mobile +972 54 546 2523
noa@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il

Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy is responsible for managing and
directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel.
The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 45 economic missions in countries all over the world.
Each of the missions has a team that is dedicated to fostering trade and investment between local
companies and Israeli companies.

Israeli Economic & Trade mission, Germany
The Economic & Trade Mission in Berlin and Munich is the representatives of the Israeli Ministry of
Economy and Industry. Their primary mission is the promotion of business relations between Israel
and Germany, facilitating trade, economic cooperation, investments and R&D collaboration.
The team located in Berlin assists Israeli and German companies and organizations, in opening doors,
matchmaking and providing market information to facilitate successful long term relationships.

Mr. Doron Abrahami
Head of the Economic and Trade
Mission
Embassy of Israel, Berlin
Tel. +49-30-206-4490
Doron.Abrahami@israeltrade.gov.
il

Mr. Doron Hemo
Head of the Economic and Trade
Mission
Embassy of Israel, Munich
Tel. +49-89-543-3486514
Doron.Hemo@israeltrade.gov.il
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www.Anyvision.co

Anyvision
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

The “A” team of AI designers & security veterans with over +20 years of

 AI & Voice

experience in AI, deep learning and computer vision. Our mission is to reshape

Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation

the future of AI and create a safer & better tomorrow.

The company’s research team has uniquely developed an algorithm based on
Convolutional Neural Network technology, which lies at the core of its system,
allowing it to detect, track and authenticate faces, bodies and objects. The

 Wearable

company's software technology offers real-world applications with

 3D Printing

unparalleled accuracy that has been successfully adopted across a number of

 Supply Chain Tech

verticals. AnyVision’s plug and play solutions can be seamlessly integrated

 Data & Analytics

with existing technologies, making it possible for any camera to turn into a

 Digital Signage

smart, high-functioning one.

The technology offers advanced AI solutions across industries that are ripe for
disruption: casinos, stadiums, banks and retail verticals, among others.
The company’s solution has been tried and tested according to the most
challenging academic benchmarks and has received the highest scores.
Furthermore, it has also undergone comparative testing against other top
systems in the field, only to come out on top.
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www.arpalus.com

Arpalus
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

ARpalus is helping CPG and retailers with a unique in-store execution solution,

 AI & Voice

by combining state of the art computer vision, Augmented Reality, and

Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition

predictive analysis.
We provide AR-glasses or iPads for in-store employees (or field workers) and
by that helping them increase their day-to-day productivity alongside
increasing planogram compliance and data sharing across the organization.

 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage
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www.bllush.com

Bllush Visuals Ltd.
Categories:
Solution at a Glance
 AR/VR
 AI & Voice
Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition

Bllush allows fashion retailers to embed Instagram-like content into their
online shopping experiences. The platform's API-based building blocks are
used to power experiences such as "Complete The Look" and product
recommendations. These experiences are loved by users and improve
conversion rate and return visits metrics. Experiences built on Bllush's
platform can be found on retailers such as Trendyol, Otto Group and
Zalando.

 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage
 eCommerce &
Enterprise
Solutions
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Dialogue
Categories:
 AR/VR
 AI & Voice
Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage

www.nowdialogue.co
m

Solution at a Glance

Dialogue increases conversion rate and average cart value drastically, by
predicting users’ psychological intent in real-time and automatically produce
dynamic, personalized and sales-driven messages that are spread throughout
the online store.
We harness Neural Network models and NLP analyses on all user activities in
the online store. This enables us to identify the most significant dimensions
and hidden connections in users’ activities and to successfully predict each
user’s intent through their online journey.
Dialogue works with brands and retailers from a range of different industries.
Helping our partners overcome the bottleneck of creative content generation
at large scale.
Current customers include retailers in fashion, baby products, electronics, and
pharmaceuticals and more, all enjoy higher conversion rate and growing uplift
in revenues while offering an enhanced in-store experience for their users.
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www.mysize.com

MySize
Categories:
 AR/VR
 AI & Voice
Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments

Solution at a Glance
MySize, Inc. Nasdaq (MYSZ) TASE (MYSZ) is the creator of smartphone
measurement technologies with applications in apparel, e-commerce, DIY,
and the parcel industry.
By using Smartphone sensors (NOT THE CAMERA), consumers
can measure their body online or offline and get a precise size
recommendation based on actual body measurements. Measure
their home and get only home décor items that fit those measurements,
send packages with precise measurements, no more guesswork is needed.

 Retail Automation

About MySize Products:

 Wearable

MySizeID is a user-friendly measurement app that records your
measurements in less than a minute.

 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage

Once completed, it pairs your SizeID to a retailer's size chart, providing a
more personalized and exact shopping experience.
MySizeID is an easy plug and use widget. It can be synced directly to a
retailer’s sizing chart and in turn, shows shoppers items in the exact size,
for their specific measurements.
BoxSizeID is an intuitive parcel measurement platform that can provide
real-time logistic data on package volumes and transportation, resulting in
improved operational efficiency and reduced operating expenses.
As consumer demand for the delivery of time-sensitive goods increases, the
package delivery market, estimated at $232 billion in 2016, is expected to
grow by approximately 4% annually over the next few years.
SizeUp is a mobile smart tape measure which allows users to instantly and
accurately measure objects by placing their smartphone at one end of the
object, lifting and moving it to the other end either vertically or
horizontally.
With more then 1Million downloads, the app is available to all users for
free for 30 days, with a full-featured version available for purchase
following the trial period.
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Mystore-E
Categories:

www.mystore-e.com
Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

At Mystore-E we developed a new and intelligent marketing channel for retailers, but

 AI & Voice

not just.

Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation

By using Mystore-E's platform, our customers can harness the power of mobile instore and communicate directly with their shoppers, delivering intelligent and
personalized messages without the need to download an app or use any kind of
hardware.

 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage
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www.namogoo.com

Namogoo
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

Namogoo protects online retailers from Customer Journey Hijacking, an

 AI & Voice

invisible but rapidly growing problem where unauthorized ads injected into

Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce

consumer browsers, including product ads, banners, pop-ups, and in-text
redirects disrupt the site visitors and divert them to competitor
promotions, skimming hard-earned traffic and cutting into eCommerce

 Facial Recognition

revenue for businesses. By blocking these invasive ads from disrupting the

 E-payments

intended online customer experience, eCommerce businesses improve

 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics

bottom line eCommerce KPIs while preserving their brand equity. Leading
global brands such as Tumi, Asics, Lenovo, and Dollar Shave Club, are
consistently increasing conversions by 2-5% with Namogoo’s cloud-based
solution.

 Digital Signage
 Online Journey
Hijacking
Prevention
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Novisign
Categories:
 AR/VR
 AI & Voice
Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition

www.Novisign.com
Solution at a Glance
NoviSign's Digital Signage Software Platform supports several tens of
thousands of endpoints/players operated by more than 5000 users and
partners around the globe. Some of NoviSign clients include Disney, Ikea,
Coca-Cola, Worten, Dole, Home Depot, NASA, Nokia, Ferrari, Papa John’s
Pizza and more!

 E-payments
 Retail Automation

Using NoviSign’s comprehensive web-based digital signage software online

 Wearable

studio, everyone, even with very basic IT capabilities, can create rich and

 3D Printing

professional digital signage displays. Using 25+ drag and drop widgets to

 Supply Chain Tech

choose from and a complete library of customizable templates, one can

 Data & Analytics

quickly design, broadcast and manage engaging content that features live

 Digital Signage

social media streams, data-driven polls, fun interactive games, and mediarich zones that feature videos, RSS feeds, HD images, scrolling text, weather
and more!
One of NoviSign's growth engines these days is the retail vertical. NoviSign
is operating the In-Store visibility in a growing number of locations
worldwide, by connecting to sensors around the venue, NoviSign can
dynamically adjust the playlists on the screen and together with AI tools,
report and provide intelligent performance analytics to the management.
By integrating to the store databases we can display dynamic pricing on the
screens.

Using Novisign's Platform for retail will, in addition to digital signage,
provide the local and network level management the data and analytics to
increase client satisfaction, store efficiency and ultimately sales.
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www.quicklizard.co
m

QuickLizard
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR
 AI & Voice
Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Wearable

Quicklizard provides a real-time dynamic pricing platform to e-commerce
and omnichannel retailers, allowing you to dynamically adjust product
prices with maximum precision, ease, and efficiency based on your pricing
strategy and market forces, for increased revenue and profit.
In today's competitive business world, pricing is a key component to
profitability. Pricing must be continually optimized to reflect real economic
value for customers, retailers and brands.

 3D Printing

Our AI platform continuously tracks and analyzes multiple data sources,

 Supply Chain Tech

adjusting prices so you stay profitable and competitive at the same time.

 Data & Analytics

We collect information from competitive landscapes, customer journeys,

 Digital Signage

and demand trends.
By actively adapting to changes in the market, you can set the right prices
to maximize sales volume and increase revenue by up to 30%.
Quicklizard seamlessly integrates with most commerce, retail and ERP
platforms, while automatically syncing pricing recommendations.
We proudly serve hundreds of clients around the world. The company
maintains a global network of distribution offices and a wide ecosystem of
partners, consultants and data providers, while sustaining a local presence
across Europe and North America.
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www.riskified.com

Riskified
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

Riskified turns “shoppers” into “customers” by improving conversion at all

 AI & Voice

stages of the path to purchase. The world’s largest brands - from airlines to

Recognition
 Online Social
Commerce

luxury fashion houses to gift card marketplaces - trust us to increase
revenue, manage risk and enhance their customer experience. Merchants
lose billions of dollars to legacy fraud solutions, payment failures, high-

 Facial Recognition

friction verification methods and more. Riskified uses powerful machine-

 E-payments

learning algorithms to recognize legitimate customers and help them

 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech

complete their purchase. And then we guarantee that income. Merchants
can safely approve more orders, expand internationally and fulfill
omnichannel flows while providing a frictionless customer experience.

 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage
 Fraud Prevention
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www.syte.ai

Syte
Categories:

Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

Syte changes the way retailers connect shoppers with the products that

 AI & Voice

inspire them by delivering the best Visual AI technology for retail. Powered

Recognition

by a breakthrough technology in the area of particle physics to enable

 Online Social

better customer experience in retail, Syte’s Visual AI solutions improve

Commerce

retailers’ site navigation, product discovery, and user experience,

 Facial Recognition

leveraging shoppers’ inspiration and existing product interest to ensure

 E-payments

retailers present the right products at the right time.

 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Digital Signage
 Fraud Prevention
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Yoobic
Categories:

www.yoobic.com
Solution at a Glance

 AR/VR

YOOBIC is an all-in-one platform that helps retailers and brands to

 AI & Voice

streamline their operations, communicate more efficiently across their

Recognition

network and ensure an irresistible customer experience.

 Online Social
Commerce
 Facial Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Wearable
 3D Printing

With our solution Retailers are able to ensure promotions and visual
guidelines are executed on time and exactly as planned, simplify daily retail
processes and use continuous feedback loops to ensure a consistent
experience in every store. It ́s intuitive platform also empowers store
managers and associates with targeted training and incentives, while easily

 Supply Chain Tech

identifying where more support is needed. With all aspects of their stores

 Data & Analytics

optimized, retailers are on the express line towards better conversion rates

 Digital Signage

and increased revenue.

Brands are able to optimize their product visibility and increase their sales
with YOOBIC ́s Image Recognition technology. Through efficient processes
area managers can capture shelf photos efficiently and transform them into
actionable data in real-time. Which gives their headquarters the possibility
to analyse and optimize their campaigns and in-store execution instantly.

Based in New York, London, Paris, Tel Aviv and Sao Paulo with more than
200 employees, YOOBIC is already used by 150+ brands & retailers across
the world including Kate Spade, Kiko Milano, General Mills, Alnatura,
Jochen Scheizer, Halfords, Lacoste, Logitech and Peugeot.
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